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Importance
   A device may be designed in the US but implemented
   abroad.  How do we know whether something malicious
   was or was not added to the implementation?

   Some devices are designed and manufactured abroad!  

   It is possible to design a backdoor into hardware

   Hardware, of course, is the bottom level component 
   of systems that are critical to telecommunications, health,
   US economic system, and national defense

   Trying to find malicious behavior in hardware is a nightmare
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Hardware Backdoor
   A hardware backdoor might be removed by replacing
   the hardware or reflashing BIOS, or firmware for net devices,
   graphics processing, power management, etc.

   A hardware backdoor might easily be installed through
   reflashing BIOS, etc.

   A hardware backdoor typically has full access to the device
   it runs on (forget about authorization)  

Hardware changes may be nearly impossible to detect
   It is possible to 'dope' transistors of a chip to change function
   behavior

   This was done successfully to change the random number
   generator of Ivy Bridge intel processors

   RNGs are the basis for encryption systems and above 
   changes resulted in fixed output of the RNG!
http://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007%2F9783642403491_12 

http://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007%2F978-3-642-40349-1_12
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Semiconductor Doping
   the process of adding impurities to silicon-based semi-
   conductors to change or control their electrical properties

   materials used to dope silicon include phosphorus, arsenic,
   antimony which add 'free' electrons to the silicon, causing
   an 'outward' current flow (n-type) and boron, gallium,
   aluminum, indium for fewer 'free' electrons causing an
   'inward' flow of current (p-type)

 

   positive voltage to the gate creates an electric field and 
   allows current to flow from source to drain with positive
   voltage from drain to source   
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Semiconductor Doping
   here is what it looks like at the molecular level

   

   A cross section of a circuit looks something like this
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Semiconductor Doping
   An inverter (left) is modified to always output VDD (right)
   Only dopant masks are modified – changes are not visible
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Semiconductor Doping
   A schematic view
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Semiconductor Doping
   Against Intel's Secure Random Number Generator
       Design verified by Cryptography Research Inc.
       NIST SP800-90, FIPS 140-2, and ANSI X9.82 compliant
       Modified Trojan passes the built-in self test
       Generates random numbers that pass the NIST
           test suite for random numbers

       The built-in self test is only designed for reporting 
           manufacturing defects or operational defects 
           that might occur after a period of time (aging)
       The built-in self test does not include tests for stuck-at
           faults at interconnects and output pins; are no test ports
           (said to improve security by leaving these out)
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Semiconductor Doping
  

Block diagram of the original design of the random number generator
Showing placement of the dopant 

Entropy Source generates random numbers
Entropy of the random numbers is monitored by the OHT
Random numbers are input to the Conditioner which sometimes
reseeds the Rate Matcher for random bit generation at RnRand
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   Against Intel's Secure Random Number Generator
       Reseeding:
           Internal state: c, K  → new c, K computed
                c = c + 1, x = AES

K
(c)

                c = c + 1, y = AES
K
(c)

                K = K  x  s                ⊕ ⊕ s,t are the new seed
                c = c  y  t                  from the conditioner⊕ ⊕
       Random number generated:
                r = AES

K
(c)

       Attack:
          Dope flip-flops of K so K is always constant
          Dope 128-n flip-flops of c so c can be one of 2n numbers 
          r depends on n random bits
          Output of AES appears random (large differences
          from one output to the next) but only a small number
          of random numbers will be generated
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State of Being
   Budget cuts resulted in reduced funding for manufacturing
   and security validation

   Led to decrease in orders from 'authorized' resellers 
   (business partner of, e.g. Apple, licensed to sell products)   

   Orders are now mainly given to far east providers (cheaper)

   There are many designers and engineers associated with
   a product – any one could insert malicious functionality
   supporting espionage or sabotage
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Common Hardware Attacks
    Manufacturing backdoors, for malware or other penetrative 
    purposes including embedded radio-frequency identification 
    (RFID) chips and memory

    Manufacturing backdoors for bypassing normal 
    authentication systems

    Eavesdropping by gaining access to protected memory 
    without opening other hardware

    Inducing faults, causing the interruption of normal behavior

    Hardware modification with invasive procedures, 
    appliances, or jailbroken software

    Counterfeiting product assets resulting in financial loss
    or malicious access to systems

       https://resources.infosecinstitute.com/hardware-attacks-backdoors-and-electronic-component-qualification/ 

https://resources.infosecinstitute.com/hardware-attacks-backdoors-and-electronic-component-qualification/
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Also Hardware Side-Channel Attacks
    Timing

    Power Analysis

    Electromagnetic (reading monitor content)

    Fault induction (smartcards)
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Products  Affected
   Access Control Systems
    http://www.supercircuits.com/access-control/access-control-hardware 

   Network Appliances
  http://www.webopedia.com/quick_ref/network_appliance.asp 
   https://www.sophos.com/enus/products/nextgenfirewall.aspx?
       cmp=70130000001xJilAAE&utm_source=Google&utm_medium=cpc&
       utm_campaign=NANetwork  

   Industrial Control Systems (SCADA, DCS)
    https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Industrial_control_system 

   Surveillance Systems
    https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&
          cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjgqfmfmHLAhXLKyYKHc7LBBcQFghDMAA&
          url=https%3A%2F%2Fnciph.sph.unc.edu%2Ffocus%2Fvol5%2Fissue6%
          2F56SurveillanceSystems_slides.ppt&usg=AFQjCNFWFzXFhwI3N2H
          XZbdhsVEGmxlSlg&bvm=bv.117868183,d.eWE

   Communication Infrastructure
     RF, fibre, etc.

http://www.supercircuits.com/access-control/access-control-hardware
http://www.webopedia.com/quick_ref/network_appliance.asp
https://www.sophos.com/en-us/products/next-gen-firewall.aspx
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Industrial_control_system
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Hypothetical Attacks
   Time Bomb
   An attacker might program a time bomb backdoor into HDL 
   code that automatically triggers backdoors after a 
   pre-determined fixed amount.  A device could be forced to 
   crash or operate maliciously after a determined number of 
   clock cycles.  An attacker could design a kill switch function 
   that could be undetectable by any validation methods.

   Cheat Codes
   An attacker might program backdoor triggers based on 
   specific input data (called “cheat codes” - secret data that an 
   attacker uses to identify itself to hardware backdoor logic). 
   A cheat code must be unique to avoid being accidentally 
   provided during validation tests.  An attacker could provide 
   cheat codes which send a single data value containing the 
   entire code (single-shot “cheat codes”) or a large cheat code 
   in multiple pieces (sequential “cheat codes.”)
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Attack Motivation
   Intellectual Property
   Clone hardware: steal the design
   Leak information: enable copy of design, then implemented

   Theft or diversion of Service
   Redirect packets to another server which may do anything
   from planting malicious code to delivering unwanted ads

   Enter a system 
   Bypass access controls to do anything from setting up
   command and control for future attacks to gathering 
   employee information with spam delivery in mind, to
   unlocking hidden features, to unlocking devices
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History
   Bombe
   Plaintext attack against Enigma cipher machines
   Dynamic mapping of keys to cipher characters  
   Attack took advantage of 
     1. Poor operational control of the machine esp. in the field
         Early training manual had example encryptions!
         Many messages began with ANX – 'to' with 'X' spacer
         Only six plugboard leads were used
         Some operators used 'HIT' 'LER' to set keys
         Some operators used German obscenities to set keys
         Same messages were sent by Enigma and 2nd cipher
         Lots more...
     2. The 'reflector' required that no key could map to itself
     3. Rotor notches were in different positions so wheel order
         could be determined by observing when the middle
         rotor was turned over by the rightmost rotor
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History
   Rowhammer Attack
   DRAM (memory) cells (mainly found in X86 computers) 
   influence each other because they are densely packed

   A given row of memory can cause bits in another row to flip

   On laptops manufactured from 2010-2014, involving five
   different DRAM vendors 15 of 29 could be attacked
   successfully to escalate privilege and allow access to all
   physical memory – bit flips were induced in page table 
   entries

   Desktops were not vulnerable, using ECC DRAM
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History
  Thingbots (e.g. refrigerators) send spam
   Approximately 2014 – 100,000 or so TVs, routers, 
   refrigerators sent 750,000 spam messages

   Small number sent from each IP address – hard to protect
   against

   "Many of these devices are poorly protected at best and 
    consumers have virtually no way to detect or fix infections 
    when they do occur. Enterprises may find distributed 
    attacks increasing as more and more of these devices 
    come on-line and attackers find additional ways to exploit 
    them."  – David Knight, Proofpoint

   Smart power meters could be vulnerable – imagine power 
   being turned off to all customers of a city at one time
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History
  Hardware Involved Software Attacks
   http://gauss.ececs.uc.edu/Courses/c6056/lectures/PDF/Forristal_Hardware_Involved_Software_Attacks.pdf 

   See page 16 and following

http://gauss.ececs.uc.edu/Courses/c6056/lectures/PDF/Forristal_Hardware_Involved_Software_Attacks.pdf
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Hardware Lifecycle Trust

Malicious mods to an IC should be detectable by pre-silicon 
verification/simulation and post-silicon testing 

But, this requires a golden model of the entire IC which
might not be available, e.g. for IP designs from 3rd-party vendors

Anyway, verification is currently not practical for complex circuits

Post-manufacturing logic testing doesn't work because attacker
builds trigger on rare circuit event to avoid detection
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Classification of Hardware Trojans

Combinationally triggered Trojan – subclass of digitally triggered

Occurrence of condition A = 0, B = 0 at the trigger nodes A, B 
causes payload node C to have an incorrect value at C

modif ied 
 

Attacker chooses a rare activation condition from low-controllable
inputs making trojan unlikely to trigger during manufacturing test 
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Classification of Hardware Trojans

Sequentially triggered, synchronous Trojan (Time Bomb) – 
  subclass of digitally triggered

Trigger is at a particular count of a circuit component that counts

Normal output ER is diverted to an xor gate and controlled by the
trigger output

The idea is to trigger on a rare sequence of events 
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Classification of Hardware Trojans

Sequentially triggered, asynchronous Trojan (Time Bomb) – 
  subclass of digitally triggered

Trigger is at a particular count of a circuit component that counts

But p and q changing to cause a change in the output of the AND
gate on the left is what drives the count 

The idea is to trigger on a rare sequence of events 
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Classification of Hardware Trojans

Hybrid triggered Trojan –  subclass of digitally triggered

Trigger point depends on synchronous and asynchronous counts

More challenging to detect sequential Trojans using conventional 
test generation and application: requires satisfying a sequence 
of rare conditions at internal circuit nodes to activate them 

Unmanageably large number of events for logic testing approach
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Classification of Hardware Trojans

Analog triggered Trojan 

Trigger point depends on on-chip sensors

In this example, capacitor voltage rises and falls as q1 and q2 
values change.  After a long time, voltage goes high enough to
register a value in the xor gate, triggering the Trojan 
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Classification of Hardware Trojans

Analog triggered Trojan 

Triggered when high activity raises chip temperature that is
sensed by the temperature sensor

Note: by adding circuitry to raise activity of the chip, an attacker 
also ages the chip faster – this is considered a form of attack
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Classification of Hardware Trojans
    Trojans can also be classified on their payload type
       Digital payload: can either affect the logic values 
          at chosen internal payload nodes, or can modify 
          the contents of memory locations

       Analog payload: can affect performance, power margin,
          noise margin, and other circuit meta functions.  Addition
          of resistor to circuit on the left causes a bridging fault 
          (two signals connected when they should be isolated)
          addition of capacitor on the right causes delay in 
          transmission of signal
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Trojan Detection
 

       

Taxonomy of hardware Trojans is helpful because there is
no one technique that is effective on all Trojan types.
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Trojan Detection
    Destructive detection
        A sample of the manufactured ICs are subject to 
        de-metallization using Chemical Mechanical Polishing 
        (CMP) followed by Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) 
        image re-construction and analysis

        Very expensive, does not scale well with circuit complexity
        May take as long as several months

        Can only be applied to a small sample of the chips

        An attacker may infect only a portion of the manufactured
        chips hence, the ones selected for testing may not be
        infected and cannot validate trust
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Trojan Detection
    Non-destructive, invasive for prevention
       Objective: prevent trojan insertion during design or
       fabrication of the IC

       Trojan insertion requires “dead space” for attacker to 
       add circuitry – attacker cannot increase die area

       But attacker, with knowledge of the netlist, may be able
       to redesign optimally to make some space

       Design technique: obfuscate the original design to make
       it harder for the attacker to determine functionality
       Without complete knowledge of functionality the attacker
       will not be sure enough about adding circuitry that will
       not be detected by functional testing or that will be 
       triggered eventually
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Trojan Detection
    Non-destructive, invasive for prevention
       Objective: prevent trojan insertion during design or
       fabrication of the IC

       

      Design technique: enable transparency mode
      Execute on probably rare events, create execution
      signatures from primary outputs, compare against 
      expected signatures
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Trojan Detection
    Non-destructive detection
       Side channel signals  (timing and power)
          Trojans typically degrade performance, change
          power characteristics, or introduce reliability problems 
          in the chip 

          This influences power and/or delay characteristics of 
          wires and gates in the affected circuit 

          Power-based side-channel signals provide visibility of 
          the internal structure and activities within the IC, enabling 
          detection of Trojans without fully activating them 

          Timing-based side channels can detect a Trojan’s 
          presence if the chip is tested using efficient delay tests 
          that are sensitive to small changes in the circuit delay 
          along the affected paths and that can effectively 
          differentiate Trojans from process variations
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Trojan Detection
    Non-destructive detection
       Side channel signals  (power)

Assume attacker inserts Trojan randomly in some chips
A “Golden Die” is created and measurements taken (right)
A “minimum” curve for trojan-free dies is developed (solid line)
A chip operating below the solid line is assumed to be hacked
This test can be done for all chips and does not require too much
time
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Trojan Detection
    Non-destructive detection
       Side channel signals  (timing)

       

      Shadow register measures register-register path delays 
      CLK2 synced to CLK1 but at a controlled phase offset
      The results latched by the destination register and the shadow 
      register are compared during every clock period
      If the comparison is unequal, the path delay is suspect
      Note this is a runtime test AND a manufacturer's test
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Trojan Detection
    Non-destructive, non-invasive for detection
       Objective: compare given IC properties with properties 
       of the “Golden” IC instance or “Golden” functional model

       Detect at runtime: 
         Previous slide
         Add circuitry to enable real-time functional monitoring 
         Countermeasures can be executed if checks fail
         Monitor bus behavior and report malfeasance 
         Run multiple instances of functionally identical code
         on many CPU cores, compare and evaluate outputs
         Change the operating system to make functional checks
         on the hardware
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Trojan Detection
    Non-destructive, non-invasive for detection
       Objective: compare given IC properties with properties 
       of the “Golden” IC instance or “Golden” functional model

       Detect before deployment: 
         Require much performance and power overhead
         But are capable of 100% confidence

         Try all test vectors is infeasible, statistical methods used

         Give higher probabilities to test vectors that trigger rare
         events multiple times (see next slide for results)

       Examples:
         Two and three slides back
         Generate power and timing statistics on “good” chips
         Compare during testing of manufactured chips  
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Trojan Detection
    Non-destructive, non-invasive for detection
       Logic Testing for hardware Trojan detection

N = number of times a rare point satisfies its rare value
C3540: 451 gates, 1011 Trojan payload nodes are possible
4 trigger nodes (internal interconnects), single payload node. 
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Trojan Detection
    Non-destructive, non-invasive for detection
       A region: a portion of the layout that receives the majority 
       of its power from surrounding power ports (Trojans here?)

       Regions are identified to establish likely Trojan insertion
       points

       New test patterns concentrating on the identified 
       regions are applied to magnify the disparity between the 
       original and any Trojan-inserted circuits – power signatures 
       are recorded and compared to the “Golden” results

       Where indecisive results are obtained, additional test
       patterns are devised – thus there is an incremental 
       increase in the total number of vectors needed until
       satisfactory confidence is achieved
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Trojan Detection
    Comparison
       

  Logic Testing   Side-Channel

Good Effective for small Effective for large
Trojans Trojans
Robust under Test generation is
process noise easy

Bad Test generation is Vulnerable to process
complex noise
Large Trojan detection Small Trojan detection
is challenging is challenging
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